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1729 silver 8 reales cob from Mexico City mint, quite 
scarce with readable date, assayer F, and Mo mint 
mark VF, crude as struck ............................ $347 
Other cob 8 reales, Mo mint, Fine, date not visible, 
c1700  $147,  VG ........................................ $97

1740 silver quarter taler from city of Basel, 
Switzerland mounted in antique decorated brass 
bezel using two watch glasses to show obv and 
rev of coin, which is abt unc, gently cleaned. Obv: 
city view of Basel Rev: winged dragon, the Basilisk, 
holding coat of arms. .................................. $287

1767 silver 8 reales Pillar Dollar from Lima, Peru, 
a scarcer mint for these EF+, but wide ranging 
oxidation, now cleaned, porous surfaces .. $197

1796 gold doubloon of 8 escudos Popayan mint 
in old Gran Colombia of the Spanish Empire Obv: 
Charlie 4 Rev: coat of arms NGC XF 45 .... $1687

1812c copper penny token for the West Wheal 
Fortune Mine in Cornwall, England Obv: plumed 
crown Rev: road leading up mountain to castle PL 
abt unc 58 or better Rare, .......................... $677

1811 gold half guinea of George III of England NGC 
MS 63 superb orange toning ...................... $3377 

1818 silver crown of George III of England, very 
modestly signed dies by Pistrucci EF mounted in 
silver bezel to be worn as a pin .................. $217

1826 silver 2 ½ batzen from Bern, Switzerland Obv: 
bear in coat of arms Rev: ornate cross PCGS MS 
65 ................................................................. $187

1837 cent Feuchtwanger Composition Private 
pattern and metal proposed to Congress seeking 
mint contract. Obv: Eagle above snake in fine style 
Rev: Wreath and legends NGC MS 63 ...... $777 
orig abt unc $377, orig EF $277, VF faint clng $197 
light issues net Fine $137, VF damaged .... $77

1842-1850 gold dollar struck by August Bechtler of 
Rutherfordton, NC  27 grains 21 carats plain edge, 
One of the more successful private gold coinages, 
these were highly prized in the South. A judge’s 
estate in Lexington, KY in 1844 included about  
$2800 face value in gold coins, of which fully a 
fourth were Bechtler gold! choice original mint 
state, mellow orange toning over semi proof like 
fields NGC MS 62 ....................................... $9700

1849-O gold dollar New Orleans one year type with 
open wreath NGC AU 58 ............................ $497

1850s brass token for Strassburger & Nuhn, 
importers located at 65 Maiden Lane in NYC 
Obv: George Washington bust facing Rev: Capitol 
building in Washington. Ex: JJFord Jr on holder, 
NGC MS 65 PL deep blue toning .............. $227

1854-1857 copper “cent” token of Samuel Hart & Co of 
Philadelphia PA and NYC Obv: Queen of Diamonds 
Rev: King of Clubs. Both allusions to the decks of 
cards which he sold. NGC MS 64 RB .........  $167 
another raw Abt Unc, toned very blue, light hairline 
scratches ..................................................... $37 

 
1856 BG-111 gold quarter dollar octagonal 

California circulating issue NGC MS 61 ..... $397

1864 Feb17th Act Confederate Five Dollar note One 
of these was found in Lincoln’s wallet after his 
assassination. PMG unc EPQ 62 ............... $127 
PMG ch unc 63 ........................................... $147 
PMG abt unc 55 .......................................... $77

1870 silver dime pattern Judd 837 PCGS Proof 64 
medium blue gray toning ............................ $2977

1870 silver dime pattern Judd 867 PCGS Proof 61 
light gray toning........................................... $1187

1871 Indian head cent NGC AG 3 brown .... $57

 
1874-P Liberty Seated Dime, with arrows. This 

variety has a large left arrow repunched over 
smaller left arrow. PCGS MS 63 deep blue and 
purple toning ............................................... $3277

1888 bronze watch fob medal for Toklas Singerman 
& Co in Seattle Washington. Obv: bust of George 
Washington Rev: clothing, men’s furnishings 
“strictly one price & lowest figures” NGC AU 55 
Ex: John Ford on holder ............................. $187

1892-O Barber half NGC AG3 ...................... $197
1895-S Barber half NGC G6 ......................... $47
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1895 silver peso from Puerto Rico, as a Spanish 
colony Obv: child king Alphonso XIII Rev: coat of 
arms EF, nice orig toning, some faint bumps and tiny 
scrapes on edge, but no signs of soldering  $775

1899 silver certificate Fr 229 PCGS CU 66 PPQ $1077

1909 antique finish on silver plated bronze medal 
of Abraham Lincoln, for his 100th Birthday 
celebrations, by Whitehead and Hoag of Newark, 
NJ, with original ribbon attached Rev: blank, 
maker’s mark Unc, uneven antiquing finish $27

1913 plastic five rupee token for JS Clunies Ross, 
operating in the Cocos Keelings islands VF $267

1914-P Buffalo Nickel #200476-001 early holder 
NGC Proof 65 way PQ with delicate orange dust 
toning ........................................................... $2477

1914-D Buffalo nickel NGC Good, rev scratched 
(one thin one) 

1918/17-D Buffalo NGC Fine 15 .................. $2775

1915-S gold dollar struck for Panama Pacific 
Exposition NGC MS 64............................... $847
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